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Abstract: Velscity correlations of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs), produced in ~en t r a l  
collisions of Au + Au at 150 A-MeV beam energy, are extracted from measureruents wigh the 
FOPI I) detector system at SIS in GSI Darmstadt. The LV3- correlatimn function for semi- 
central events is found to be affected by the directed sidetvard fl~ow. When xoBat4ng the t.vents 
into a unique reaction plane an enhancement of correlations, resullticg from went rnixhg effects, 
vanishes. O;electing violent collisio~~s with a high degree of aiminthal symm&;~ thpl correlati~i 
function appears nearly independent. of additional event or siugle particle gate con&tioa~s. The 
comparimn of the data with a Co~ilomb do~ni~iated fi~id-state interactio~ modd psints to time 
seales of 7 26 fm/c or less for emitting IMFs from an exp-dndin m d  ~ n u ~ ~ ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ t i n r ~  sonrce 
t~itl i  ~ a d i ~ ~  fZ. - 14 fta, 
Suclear intensity intesferometry supplies informations on disassembling excited nu- 
clear matter produced in heavy ion collisions. The space-time structure of the sourCe 
which emits the reaction products can be explored by analysing velocity correlations. 
This has been exploited for various kinds of particles produced in different reactions [I]. 
Intermediate mass or heavy fragments mainly undergo final state Coulomb interaction, 
which prevents the proximity of such fragments in momentum space. Therefore, the ap- 
pearence of small velocity differences of fragments is suppressed, in particular for small 
and/or short-living sources. 
The analysis of velocity correlations of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) with 
&arges 2' 2 3 emitted in asymmetric heavy ion reactions at beam energies E < 100 
A-MeV and in more symmetric reactions at beam energies of some tens A-MeV point to 
considerable life times of tlie IMF emitting source of the o d e r  of a few hundred fm/c [I - 41. 
This has heen interpreted as indication of a sequential decay of tlie primordial (compound- 
nucleus like) system. On the other hand, theoretical models predict the dominance of a 
more instantaneous decay of the primordial fire ball into IMFs and light particles in 
reactions of heavy nuclei at E 100 A.MeV and larger [5, 61. (The possibility of fast 
multifragmentatio~i causedl by high-energy light projectiles is matter of debate 17, 83.) 
In this work we analyse small-angle, small-relative-velocity correlations of IMFs. We 
present experimental data and a first interpretation of such two-body observables in cen- 
tral Au + Au collisions at  E = 150 AeMeV. We use the Coulomb suppression of small 
relative velocities of neiglibouring IMFs to get information on the space-time structure of 
the source. 
The data are taken by the highly-granular , azimuthally symmetric " outer plastic wall" 
of the FOPI detector systern at the heavy ion synclirotron SIS at GSI Darmstadt which is 
well-suitedfor measuring velocity correlations. Details of the FOPI detector system can be 
found in Ref. [9]. The outer wall Covers the polar angles of 7' to 30' with 512 scintillator 
strips in 8 radial sectors. Charge and velocity of the products are provided by AE-TOF 
measurementi in addition polar arid azimutlial angles are determined. Ionization chambers 
in front of the outer plastic wall deliver the AE informatiozi and hence the charge Z of 
tliose fragments which are stopped hside the scintillator strips. (Double counting of one 
and the same particIe caused by tlie small geometrical overlap of two strips or a nuclear 
reaction of the fragment in the detector material is mainly excluded in off-line analysis.) 
A helium-filled bag reduces energy losses cmd interactions of reaction products on their 
way between target and W&. The measured velocities are corrected for the energy loss in 
difFesent niedia passed by the particles, incIuding the target itself, which has a thickness 
iriteraction probability. Energy tliresholds of the detector system are given by 
E„, E 15 - 50 A-MeV for prticles with cliarge Z = 1 - 15. The polar angle resolution is 
determined by the strip front IIneigPit of 2.1 cm correspondirug to AC3 = 0.36'. The position 
~so lu t i on  a(POS)  abng the scfrrtiliator strips is related to tHe mean-tizning resolution 
0.20 ns Pry rrQP = u,jj + c&TOF)  5 3 crn, vvith v,jj  being tbe effective 
signal veloci ty alorig the strip. Relying on these values the relative-velocity resolution is 
estimated as g(v12) 5 0.005 C for Z1 = Z2 = 3 fragments. 
Events are classified by different binning procedures. Besides the IMF multiplicity we 
use the multiplicity of all charged particles seen in the outer plastic wall. Its distxibution 
shows the typical flat plateau and a steep fall-off at higher multiplicities. It is divided 
into five bins PM1 - PM5. The highest-multiplicity bin PM5 starts at half the plateau 
value corresponding to an integrated cross section of 350 mb and a maximum impact 
parameter of 3.3 fm in sharp cut-off approximation [10]. The remaining multiPliCity 
range is subdivided into four equally spaced intervals. The double selection of small 
values D < 0.2 (which defines the cut D1) of the transverse momentum directivity D = 
I Ci l$lil together with the high multiplicity cut PM5 can be used tco select 
liigh-centrality events, however, at the cost of a further reduction of the integrated Cross 
section down to a value of 56 mb. Finally, the event-wise determined ratio of transverse- 
p2 
to-longitudinal sum energies E„t = C, %/Ci $ (assuming Mi = 2Zimn) is found 
to be a much more effective centrality measure [ l l ,  121. Already the single cut ERAT5 
defined by Emt > 0.74 with about the same integrated Cross section as in PM5 selects a 
pronounced IMF source at rnidrapidity, in a very similar way as the double cut PM5&191 
does on a much less statistical level. Supplementing informations on one-body observables 
and event characterization can be fsund in Refs. [I0 - 151. 
The observed average IMF number per event < h!fIMl7 > is 1.5 (3.6) at charged particle 
multiplicity 17 (25) seen in the outer wall and rises continuously to 4.3 in PM5 where it 
seems to saturate. We have analysed a total of about 8.105, 9.104, 2-10" IMF pairs in the 
event classes PM3 - PM5, ERAT5, PM5&D1 and.7-104 pairs within an additional gate 
on the midrapidity region y N y„ f (Y„, - I/„„) in PM5, respectively, Correlations of 
Zl = Z2 = 2 clusters with prominent peaks at the known positions of tlie particle-unstable 
states BBe(g.s.), 'Be(3.04 MeV), and "e(2.43 MeV), whicb decay into two cy-partides, 
lend credibility to our data processing. 
Leb Y12(V1, ii2) be the coincidence yield of IMF pairs with charges ,Zl9 and vehcities 
Glj2. Then the two-particle correlation function is defined as [lj 
I Mutual Coulomb repulsion within an IMF pair results in the scaled asymptotic relative 
velocity 
where the IMF mass numbers are A1,2 = 2 21,27 and the "initial" relative velocity and 
distance are v12,0 (VTed,o = vl2,o/J=) and do (e and mEi stand for elementary charge 
arid nucleon mass). Please observe the charge independence of vTed as long as the Coulomb 
repulsi~n energy dominates. Indeed, when displaying 1 + R vs. vTed, instead vs. vlz, we 
find that different cliarge combinations result in rather similar curves [14]. This scaling7 
predicted in Ref. [16] and first verified experimentally in Ref. [l'i'], is used in the following. 
It allows for systematical studies of the correlation function even if rather restrictive event- 
selection criteria are applied. Otherwise, if only certain charge combinations were included 
the available statistics woulcl be too low. 
In Fig. 1 the yields of analysed pairs are displayed as function of the relative velocity 
arid the relative azimuthal angle. In the relative-velocity yield (Fig. la)  a slight shift 
towards higher values of vTea is observed when going frorn PM3 - PM5 to tlie more central 
ERAT5 bin. Selecting pairs from the PM5&Dl event class or pairs from the midrapidity 
region in PM5 events yields a similar distribution as found for ERAT5. The azimuthal 
distribution is sensitive to the everlt selection criteria, too (see Fig. lb). It is discussed 
in more detail below. Fig. 2 displays the experimental correlation function for all events 
in PM3 - PM5. In the region vTed < 0.015 c the mutual Coulomb repulsion causes 
the Coulomb suppression. It is located in a region of reduced statistics, as seen in a 
comparison with Pig. la, where the maximum yield is at v„d - 0.06 c .  In contrast 
to previous experiments [2, 31, but in line with a recent measurement [4], we find an 
enhancement of correlations at vTed 0,025 c (full squares in Fig. 2). When rotating 
al1 events into a unique reaction plane before event mixing the enhancement vanishes 
(see open squares). In tliis way we believe to eliminate widely an unwanted effect of the 
sideward directed flow of semi-central collisions (see below for further discussions). 
In ode r  to study the influence of tlie experimental set-up on the correlation function 
we have performed Monte Carlo simulations with several event generators and the GEANT 
1. As in the experimental data, we find an enhanced coincidence yield due 
t s  double csuntings at  ~ e r y  $mal1 relative velocities [vred < 0.005 c) mainly caused by 
secondary interactions in tkie scintiillator strips. This clisturbing yield, wliich is strongest 
for peripheral collisiona, is reduced drastically by excluding, around a given liit, positions 
on nieighbouring strips within an aziinuthal Segment of Qq5 = -t 5". Tliis procedure exludes 
also tsue Iiits- Hovvever, the simulatio~i allows us to cktermine a lower relative-velocity 
limit aboue tvhich the expesinme~ital correlation function is not systematicaIly affected: 
For > 0.006 c the correlatian fimction after filtering by ehe respense of the apparatus 
lar, valacity mcl clrarge resolutions, the energy thresl~olds and tlie exact 
We have studied the dependence of the correlation function on various event charac- 
teristics and gate conditions and find the following results when rotating all events into 
a unique reaction plane before mixing (Naturally, the event rotation does not have any 
influence on the mixing procedure if subgroups of azimuthally symmetric (i.e. low direc- 
tivity) events are selected.) : 
(i) There is no obvious dependence on IMF multiplicity observed in the outer wall accep- 
tance. 
(ii) A slight dependence on the charged particle multiplicity of the Coulomb suppression, 
which is stronger for higher multiplicities, is attributed to the residual influence of &de- 
ward directed flow in PM3 - PM5 events after their rotation into a unique reaction plane. 
(Because of finite particle nuinber effects the reaction plane determination is associated 
with a finite dispersion of typically 30' - 40' for PM4 events.) 
(iii) Longitudinal and transversal correlation functions (i.e., pairs with ( = 0" - 30° / 
150" - 180" and ( = 70" - 110") do not differ significantly. However, they would show a 
strong splitting if the event rotation into a unique reaction plane is not performed. 
(iv) The Coulornb suppression is stronger for central events selected by ERAT5 (see 
Fig. 3); no significant further shift of the correlation function in the considered interval is 
found if more restrictive E„t conditions are applied or if PM5&D1 events are selected. 
(V) Pairs from the midprapidity region y - Y„, f +(Y~,., - Y„„) in PM5 events show 
the Same correlation function as pairs from the ERAT5 s r  PM5&D1 events displayed in 
Fig. 3. 
The error bars in Figs. 1 - 3, whenever shown, inciicate statisiical errors only. In the 
correlation function the errors are governed by those of the coincidence yield; the mixed 
yield is generated with an order of ~nagnitude higher statistics. 
In order to underst and these experimental results and their global dependences we 
have performed different siiiiulations, the results of which have been biltered through 
the detector acceptance. Tlie present interpretation is based on calculations of N- 
body Coulomb trajectories of charged particles which are initially randody and non- 
overlappingly distributed in a sphere of radiius R. Iiiitially, the particles Siave a MaxweUian 
velocity distribution characterized by a teinperature T. A collective radial expansion, tvith 
linear velocity profile v(r) = (T .E)vslLr (with v„,f as adjustable parameter 
posed on the r a ~ d o m  tlierrnal ini tial tlnotion, After Coulomb evoPution t 
semble is boosted in longitudinal (to account for the ems xniotion) arid ranndomly oriented 
in transverse dlrection to rniilmc transverse directed flstv of the fmewwd cma hemisphtjse 
particles which ~miaitrfy are ubserved ixa the detector), Typicdiiy, 1 
pair3 withiai ehe unter widl acceptance) $ave been genesated fos each puametes s&- 
parameters of the Coulomb ?aim~~latiori a e widely c-oxxstrakned by experiment 
ceisnitd evenks [j19]. The dope pct.satne%er a = 
tiplicity < iWI,w~ >N 4 of IMFs detected in the outer wall are to fix the input 
&arge and multiplicity distributions. The radial expansion velocity parameter vmf arid 
the temperature parameter T we fix by the dependence of the averaged kinetic energy per 
nucleon < E / A  vs. fragment mass A (assuming A=2Z). Relyirng on the recent anal- 
ysis of central events in ERAT5 [12,15] we use < E / A  > f r „  = 12 MeV and T = 15 MeV 
for the collective and randomized particle motion, respectively. The velocity of the radial 
3 expansion profile is related to the mean flow energy by ( E / A ) f l „  = TamNv:uTf. Thus, 
the energy parameter translates into v„,f = 0.20 C. The transverse boost vl is the main 
variable for reproducing the enhanced correlations observed at vTed - 0.025 C. A system- 
atic analysis of the directed flow [12, 131 shows that on average not more than 1 MeV Per 
nucleon resides in this collective transverse motion (whereas the available mean energy 
amounts to 37 A-MeV). This restricts tlie maximum transverse velocity to v~ < 0.045 c. 
With the temperature arid velocity parameters fixed in this way thc experimental coinci- 
dence yield, displayed in Fig. la, is well reproduced. In Fig. 3 tlie results of simulations 
with three different source radius parameters R are overlayed onto the experimental cor- 
relation functions. In order to find the optimum source radius (which is now the only 
remaining free parameter for fitting the Coulomb flank of the correlation function) we 
perform a x2 minimization of the simulated corrdation function with respect to tlie ex- 
perimental data for IMF pairs from central (ERAT5) events within the relative-velocity 
range 0.006 C I v„d I 0.05 C, The optimization leads to R = 14 iz "Lm where the error 
band corresponds to a deviation of - 1 from the minimum of x2 Per degree of freedom 
(which amounts to 1.8). Finally, we find satisfying agreement with the data in Figs. 1 - 3 
with a parameter set for central events (defined by ERAT5) 
R = 14 fm, T = 15 MeV, VsuT f  = 0.20 C, 1111 = vcms 0-27 C, V I  = 0, (3) 
and with another one for the PM3 - PM5 events dominated by semi-central collisions 
(including randomly oriented sidewarcl-directed flow and e~nploying a somewliat higher 
longitudinal boost) 
E =  14 fin, T = 15 MeV, v„,f =0.10 C, vlp =0.40 C ,  = 0.045 C. (4) 
The parameters can be varied separately within an erroir range of - 10 % without an 
obvious change of the curves in Figs. 1 - 3. An exception represents the random thermal 
motion parameter T which leads (as a consequence of t;be strong radial flow) only to 
rninor c3istortions of the correlation fuiiction wen wlien doubling the temperature. With 
the parameter set (4) we reproduce also tlie reduction of tlie enhancement of correlations 
at zt„d 0.025 c wlien segarding the reactiun pIane orientation, here defined by v$L (see 
Fig. 2). 
The experimental azirnut;hal TMF pair distributio~i n Fig. Ib  is fairly well described, 
tos. It e v ~ l w s  from a stronrgly asymetrPcone for the rnixture of central and se~ni-centraI 
evenits in PM3 - PM5 to a more isstrspie distributiorl fsr tlie centraf event selection 
PM5&122 (triazrgHes). I"t.oni the simtiPatian a~ilalysis the 25 recluction in yield at 
small rdativc: a~xgfes is found eo Be not ornly due ta Curalomb supp't:ecsiou but also, tbough 
8 
to somewhat less extent, a result of niomentum conservation and of proximity effects of 
the extended clusters within the source at the beginning of the radial expansion. The 
distribution of midrapidity IMF pairs in PM5 events (cf. stars in Fig. lb) point to the 
selection of an approximately azimuthally isotropic IMF subgroup, too. The distribution 
of IMF pairs from ERAT5 events (see the dots in Fig. lb)  ranges in between the former 
ones, thus indicating tliat some sideward flow is still present in this event dass 112, 131. 
In contrast to the IMF data shown here, the anisotropies of the corresponding relative- 
angle distributions of the light charged particles (Z1,2 < 3) are found to be much less 
pronounced. This is attributed to tlie lower nuclear charges and to the higher ~ e l o ~ i t i ~ ~  
of the random thermal motion of the light particles whereas the velocities of the heavier 
clusters are dominated by the flow [12, 15j. 
It has to be noted that interpretations of the data without rotating the events into 
a unique reaction plane (see Fig. 2) within the Koonin-Pratt rnodel [16] would point to 
significant sourcc life times [14]. The essential feature to be regarded indeed seems to be 
the directed IMF flow. Such collective effects are known to obscure correlation functions 
Pol. 
Although our simulations do not contain explicitly a source life time one can cleduce 
a typical time scale of the present scenario. Even if we rely on an instantaneous break-up 
picture, tlie particles need some time to leave the initial source volume d d n e d  by R. 
According to the initial velocity and spatial distribution one expects a characteristic time 
constant of less than 100 fm/c. Indeed, counting at different time steps the number sf 
particles remaining within the sphere of radius R we find an exponential decrease with 
a typical decay time of T W 25 fni/c which is mainly determined by the flow, (When 
the radial expansion is switclied off tliis time increases to a valiie slightly ab~ve  100 
fm/c.) The short time scales found in tlie present IMF correlation analysis continve the 
trend of decreasing source lift: times with increasing energy deposited in the system. 1x1 a 
recent communication [2P] tlie authors report on multifragmentatiou timescales in central 
collisions of Ar + Au decreasing from - 100 fm/c to 50 frn c when varying the projectile 
energy froni 35 to 110 A-MeV. 
Note tliat our data interpreeta-tion indicates also a strong t?xp;itilsioil effeet- The ex- 
tracted source radius of R = 24 fm is substantially larger th-itii a MAU system at nndear 
saturation density P,-,. It correspunds tu a freeze-out deiisity of 
dilution is dominated by the radial Bow: Witliout %Pie Row (wlrlcln, Pioxve~er, i~ fieeded 
ts describe the dependence of the averaged energy per nudes~n vs, tlae fritgment mass 
f12, PS]) the R = 10 (20) fm correlation fimiction wodd approxPma$ePy coin-zcide wikh &'Bne 
khe R = 20 (40) hn curve of Fig. 3 Pncluding the radial flow. Ins order to corngensate f->s 
tliis strong sEft a source radius, whi& is about 'ttv70 times srandler 6 2 1 ~  the optimnm O D ~  
determined above, would be ziecessq. 
Oae s h k d  hme in1 miimd dh& our 831mPationms nmegkck ~ Y B ~ P E I ~ G ~  ccprrelatiopis prion: t0 
the C:ouls~in$ e\folut'aetn, Such l~rimosdid i=orsePstions rnq sbem frum the eady fn: 
formation process, which is dealt with in different models [5, 6, 22, 23, 241. Our two-body 
IMF observable data may serve as crucial test of such models, in particular of dynamical 
event generators such as the QMD rnodel [24]. 
In Summary we present small-relative-velocity correlations of IMFs produced in central 
collisions of Au + Au at 150 A-MeV. The data are compatible with a fast (instantaneous) 
multifragmenta-tion picture of a radially expanding source created in central collisions. 
The importance of both radial and directed collective flow for the data interpretation is 
shown. 
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Fig. 1: The csincidexxce yield as function of reduced relative velocity (a) and azirnuthal 
IMF pair distsibution in Glne forward hemisphere as functisn of the relative angle (h). 
Squares, dots, triangles md stars correspond to IMF pairs found under PM3 - PM5, 
D1 cuts alrd midrülpi$ity pairs in PM5 events, respectively (see text for 
explanakionl). TIme c1asPied atmS full Piitaec cPispPay simxlfatfons witb [parameter set (4)) and 
wikhotrit (pararntrter set 31) taking i&o accouat ttme direcked 8ow. 
Fig. 2: The IMF correlation function for events in PM3 - PM5 (full scpares). The open 
Squares are for the Same events, however, they are rotated into a unique reaction plane 
before mixing. She full (dashed) line depicts the result of Coulomb trajectory simulatisns 
using parameter set (4) with (without) randomization of the reaction plane srientation 
